“Neighborly love for our neighbors”
① The 1st Chiba Disaster Volunteer

⇒ “Christian Press”1

② The 100th Tohoku Volunteer, Watanoha Ishinomaki City Miyagi Prefecture: Rice Reaping
September 22nd, 2019
Kobe International Christ Church
Pastor Yoshio Iwamura
Participants: Hruo Miki, Yoshio Iwamura, Hirotaka Murakami, Hisaya Toma, Toshihisa Honda, Kenjirou
Oshima, Miwa Sasaki, Kazuro Sanari (participant in the 16th), Hiroyuki Honda (participant in the 37th and the
56th) Total 9 members.
Theme Scripture: John 13:34
“A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another.”
<Introduction>
A large-scale disaster hits all over Japan every year. We, the Kobe International Sustaining Organization
have just gone out for Saga Flood Disaster Volunteer only one week ago2. We can’t just sigh for natural
disasters. In addition, not only our compatriots are lacking their lifeline, but also their necessary human
rights to live are lost.
In Ōmachi Town, Kitakata Town and Kinryu Town in Saga Prefecture, removal water-wet tatami mats
needed to be only handled by family members, relatives and friends. Miwa Sasaki (Osaka University
Graduate School Doctoral Program), a member of our organization, heard from local people, “There was no
media coverage. The information was finally posted on September 4th on the Saga Shimbun by a report
from the resident in the disaster affected area.” Elderly person living alone has no way but get stuck, due to
the flow of under population in rural areas, aging society and fertility decline3. At the initial stage, the local
administration could not lift a finger for the disaster site. Subsequently, the Typhoon No.15 threatened the
lives of elderly people in Minamibōsō City Chiba Prefecture.
Should religious people just need to be godly? Would it enough to be a devout believer as “Love the Lord
your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind”?4 Is it fine to be indifferent to
the distressed condition of those people who cannot feel the grace of being “saved”? Mother Teresa [19101997] said, “The opposite of love is not hate, its indifference”. Before the 9.11 Terrorism Attack, I was
“indifferent” to the disaster affected people, orphans and the poor, but the death and tears of people, and my
own sinfulness drastically changed my heart. As it is same now, my own sorry heart for what I had been in
selfish thinking and way of lived, drive me to help people. It may look like a line of Yamabushi (山伏), who
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trains themselves severely at upland area of difficult terrain to break their egoistic shell. However, waking
up in the wildness, traveling for a long time and eating poor meal are not an essential of love for your
neighbors. Consideration for others drives me to move. This time also, many of people whom I had not
knew, such as Mr. Teruaki Nagano, who lives in Akashi City, were asking others to go places widely in
Chiba Prefecture where support and help are needed. Can we participate in volunteering if there is a
“leeway”? Nearly 2,000 people have cooperated in our Tohoku Volunteers that have counted 100 times. If
anything, there are few people have enough money, time and physical strength. It can say that there are a lot
of freeters, NEETs (Not in Education, Employment, or Training) and students who are struggling from
repayment of their student loan. They are those who are not wealthy in their daily lives.
This is because that people in such situation as disasters, poverty and illness were more likely to empathize
with others. People, who take money as their entire life, never make any action by making sophistic reasons.

Secretary General Toshihisa Honda, Hiroyuki
Honda (The 37, 56 Participants), Kenjiro
Oshima, Miwa Sasaki, Haruo Miki, Yoshio
Iwamura, Kazuro Sanari (From the right) Photo
by Director Hirotaka Murakami.

Helping removing debris for Mr. Ri Ju-Song and others from
Korea living in Imai, Chiba
To help them, nine people headed from Tamanohada Soap
Corporation, Ltd., Sumida-ku.
They are not taken care of by the government until the
end. Since the occurrence of the Tohoku Earthquakethe in
2011, KISO (Kobe International Sustaining Organization)
has been serving. We sweated
to remove debris from the warehouse that had collapsed due to
Typhoon Faxai (No.15). 5.
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(1) Starting point as a volunteer
a. Collaborator
Seven people left the Kobe International Sustaining Organization headquarter by two cars. One of the
purposes was to head for rice reaping at Watanoha Ishinomaki City Miyagi Prefecture after serving for blackout
volunteer in Chiba Prefecture. First of all, I visited Chairman Haruo Miki of Miyoshi Soap Cooperation in
Sumida-ku, Tokyo. On March 11, 2011, when the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami occurred, Chairman Haruo
Miki [Tamanohada Soap Corporation], who was one of the founders of the Kobe International Sustaining
Organization, entrusted relief donations to us. Miss Sasaki explained to Mr. Miki about the damage situation
of the entire Chiba Prefecture and the necessary supplies. He generously prepared relief supplies such as water,
sandbags and blue sheets to the mountain areas of Chiba where the Internet is not connected due to power
outage.
b. To Minamibōsō City
As soon as we entered Ryomukai Kyonan Town in Minamibōsō City, the utility poles were bent, the
aluminum greenhouses were collapsed, and many roofs were covered by blue sheets.

Immediately after the utility pole, which was bent,
was restored in Ryomukai Kyonan Town.

At the Ryushima coast, there was a trace where giants walked on and destroyed on the ground.
At the Tateyama City Hall, conflict had happened because of charging their mobile phones, and private
volunteers were made to turn away immediately after the disaster, therefore local people were getting to be
frustrated. Although there was a typhoon damage that took away roof tiles, it was the disaster scale of damage
that people have never been experienced. The 2nd floor is also completely wet; futon (Japanese beddings) are
no longer useful. Garbage-disposal is under no control because there is no instruction for separation of waste
collection from the administration.
c. Ryushima coast, Hazama, Mera
When we were doing a listening volunteer at the Ryushima coast, Hazama, Mera, Ryushima Kyonan Town,
Mr. Hiroshi Kanda (78 years old) and Mrs.Yoshie, they were strongly angry that even though the private
volunteers started to act immediately, the Social Welfare Council and the Volunteer Center started to work in
5 days after and they did nothing right after the disaster occurred. Mr. Kanda explained the good politics to
the people in the form of Keiseisaimin (経世済民: governing a nation and providing relief to people) that is
written by a policymaker in China, “Emperor is a boat and the people are water. Whether it floats or sinks, it
depends on the water”. He presented a book titled “Jyo-gan-sei-you (貞観政要)”, which is edited by Gokyo
(呉兢. A historian from the Tang dynasty period. 670-749), and he instructed me the way of volunteer6.
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Mr. Hiroshi Kanda and Mrs. Yoshie
芳江

We went down further to south in Tateyama City. The houses without its roofs and the cars that rolling over
were left on the roadsides in Hazama area. Those were telling the tremendous power of the Typhoon No.15.
When I entered Mera district where is near the southern most end of Chiba Prefecture, I lost my words.
Every single house is covered by blue sheets. We removed debris in rivers that were blocking the stream of
water and roof tiles repairing of houses in five areas because we received a request from Mr. Masao
Shimada (75 years old), who is the leader of the five areas in Mera district. His ceiling of the house, the
entrance door and the rooms were also damaged by rain leaks.

Mera District. The house of Mr. Masao Shimada, a
Mera District leader at Kanda Town.

We were asked for repairing the roof tails from Ms. Miyo Toyosaki (89 years old), since rain has started to
leak into the ceiling. The bell tower and the roof of the main hall of the Sōtō school Ryujiin were also
damaged by the Typhoon No.15. People cannot live without roof tiles. We engage in volunteering to repair
roofs by holding blue sheets and sandbags, and using ladders and stepladders.
Accurate local information about the damage condition in Minamibōsō City from Mr. Kazuro Sanari (The
16th Tohoku Volunteer member) and Mr. Kenjiro Oshima (an organization member) was useful. Especially,
Mr. Sanari gave us shrewd advice on the roof repairing, because he was running a renovation store.
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Affected site in Mera District.

(2) Administration
a. Segregation at the disaster site
There are something that members of the Kobe International Sustaining Organization really felt since we
stepped into the Saga Flood Disaster and Chiba Blackout Volunteer. The administration only can be seen as
not doing anything. As we always head to the forefront of the disaster affected places, we enter mountain
areas, suburbs and sea sides that are not urban areas. These areas might be put in the late priority for
restoration. From the point of view, the management of the volunteers who come to volunteer centers to
apply is the only work that the administration can do. It is obvious that manpower is needed everywhere.
Their hands are full for responding to the local people who came to the evacuation centers Compared to
volunteer groups, private companies and local small shops, the administrative human resources are rich.
However, since the Tōhoku earthquake and tsunami in 2011, we haven’t been heard or seen any civil
servants are sweating by holding shovels, visiting a house of elderly person living alone or carrying victims
who cannot walk by themselves.
If there is no quick countermeasure toward disaster affected houses, the tatami mats and futons at the 2nd
floor will be damaged and smelled by rain and they cannot be cleaned up without volunteers. Those who
live alone are miserable There is an issue that there is an image which has been created by the media that the
disaster has come to an end if the restoration of lifeline completed.
No matter how much the segregation between the administration and the volunteer is said, the residents in
Tateyama City got very angry about the work of the administration that has cut off volunteers for a week. If
there is no change in consciousness to “serve” for people as a public servant by 180 degrees transformation
from the attitude to manage the damage caused by the disasters, the disaster-prone country Japan will sink.
I heard that the mayors could not get close to Kinryu Town in Saga Prefecture, Kyonan Town and Mera
District Tateyama City in Chiba Prefecture, because they were afraid. It is because that they cannot endure
strident verbal attacks from the disaster affected people.
The public servants should not just escort or follow the showing around of the local office to Minister of
State for Disaster Management and Minister of the Environment, but they should listen to the groaning voice
of the victims by themselves. The future history will prove that the central government has postponed the
countermeasures toward the Saga Flood Disaster, the Blackout in Chiba and Izu Islands because they were
too busy for the cabinet remodeling.
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b. Shortage of manpower
Since the administration does not work, each district leaders are running around. When both area leader Mr.
Etsuro Toyosaki (Mukai area) and Mr. Toru Aoki (Hongo area) in Mera District took us to visit damages
houses, they also requested as for repairing. It is because there are no volunteers. It is dangerous on the
roof. If there is no housing reconstruction, there will be no restoration of the Mera District. People cannot
live without a blue sheets cover on the roof. There is no one to help the elderly people, so they climbed up
the roof. As a result, there are those fall down and lost their lives. There was a report, “Falling down from
the roof while repairing it in Chiba. 3 dead and 101 injured. Still 30,000 households are out of power
(YAHOO! News. September 18, 2019)”. The “falling death” is a “preventable death”. The administration
should not send back volunteers from various places. They should consider the tragic lives of the victims
before rising up a just cause of “safety”. Moreover, the falling death is not a “related death” but a “direct
death”, therefore the local government must take this situation seriously. I also heard that one person fall
down to death in Mera district. I was also told by Prof. Hiroya Katsumura, a member of the board of
directors of the Kobe International Sustaining Organization on the day by an email that, “It’s better not to
climb up on the roof”. The reason is that the sense of balance decreases with age. However, we could not
overlook a petition of those who live alone.
Mera District, House of Ms. Keiko Amao

I received a contact through my Facebook messenger from a person who heard about our activities; “The
disaster should not a “self-responsibility”, but what should the country do? This is the time when we ask for
help from the Self-Defense Forces (SDF)”. However, I have a very complicated thought. It is because the SDF
have a constitution that cannot move without an order from the superior even though they are facing the
situation that their relief is needed. I met the SDF personnel, who visited Minamibōsō City for the first time
on September 17, and told him about the severe situation of roof damages in Mera District when he came to
the convenience store to buy some foods and drinks, he immediately replied “I cannot do anything without
the order from my superior”. The lifeline and water supply still haven’t restored so we can expect the active
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role of SDF such as temporary bathing, but it has been already a week after the disaster.
We covered blue sheets over the roof of the last house at 7:30 pm in the dark evening, and had to leave in
the next morning to Watanoha Ishinomaki City Miyagi Prefecture for the 8th time of rice reaping.
c. Establishment of private volunteer center
After all, private volunteers will demonstrate their abilities to those who are more dead than alive. The
necessity to establish the private volunteer center has been growing up rather than the governmental support.
The spirit of help each other that emphasizes spontaneity, not management. The administration give a
suspicious look to theft by fake volunteers without making any actions, but they must think about what is
necessary is not rules but love for neighbors.
In fact, it is not the administration but “disaster affected people” themselves who can directly go to the
most needy place and seek the highest priority at the actual affected sites. To that reason, it is important to
determine the scope immediately that how far can be accomplished within the day, and have the spirit to be
beside the victim’s wish, responsibilities and love, not the manual that regulates definite time schedule.
There is a Chinese historical event called “Ma-ko-sou-you (麻姑掻痒)”. It means that things happening
exactly as you wish. Originally, it means that you can reach to scratch itchy spots on your back. Therefore
you need to empathize so that you can reach the neediest things of the victims7. The Bible also says, “So in
everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets”8.
Suppose a civil servant comes to the disaster affected site by oneself after a week. If you ask the name of the
person, the person never answers to you. Our organization office member Mr. Yoshinori Miyata and Mrs.
Yukiko Dote, whom are public servants, told that since the “public” organization takes responsibility, so they
have received an education to do not tell their own name from the time they joined to the office, and to do
not take responsibility as “individual”.
A private volunteer center established by local residents is active in Takeo City Saga Prefecture. About
1,700 people are already working9.
Even in Mera District, when we are making sandbags at the beach, those who came to enjoy surfing at their
leisure also helped us by holding scoops. We thanked for the spirit of helping each other.
One thing that is unfortunate at the disaster affected site is that no one has been told how much the victims
will be compensated for by the “Disaster Relief Act”. Among them, the victims are helpless. At the
earthquake disaster area in Kumamoto Prefecture, Masue Haki Asakura City Fukuoka Prefecture, and
Western Japan area affected by heavy rain, our organization started to serve and distributed foods as the first
one to do, and we have witnessed the harsh reality, such as “self-responsibility”, “no-disaster indemnity” and
“discard”, that is going unpunished. For example, in case of the house is partially destroyed, the “Disaster
Relief Act” will be applied for the earthquake damages in Kumamoto / Oita Prefecture.
The leader should act on the “Disaster Relief Act” as soon as possible for the disaster affected residents.
However, the law cannot be given the first priority. Human life should be more valuable than the law. Due to
the localized damage, there are cases that the national support system cannot be applied since that the system
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assumes a large-scale damage. Even though the housing damage caused by heavy rain in Niimi City
Okayama Prefecture is very severe, the “Disaster Relief Act” is useless10.
(3) Rice reaping
a. The 100th Tohoku Volunteer
This is the 100th time of our Tohoku Volunteer. Since we removed the rubble around Watanoha area for the
first time on March 20, 2011, nearly 2,000 volunteers from Kobe have been visiting at focusing on Watanoha
area, with the slogan “Resurrection of Rice Field, Mountain, and Bay”. We have not done anything special.
Three people, Chairman of Miyagi Prefecture Fisheries Cooperative Association Mr. Kazuo Tanno, Former
Representative Director of Ishinomaki Forestry Cooperative Mr. Kenichi Suzuki, and Representative of
Isinomaki City Watanoha Reginonal Agricultural Restoration Association Mr. Masaru Abe have seemed to be
not having a face-to-face meeting together for ages, but I have started to hold a “Ishinomaki Renewwal
Meeting” together since December 2011. As its result, exchange communications among people in Watanoha
area, such as the harvest festival, rice field art and the making rice cake gathering, have been installed.
b. Not agriculture, but farming methods
Rice reaping is an old-fashioned farming method that is carried out by hand instead of using machines.
Those are pesticide-free and organic delicious rice. We purchase seedlings annually from “NPO Tanbo” in
Osaki City, and cultivate them in soil that has become a fertile sludgy layer at Negishi. Children from
Nagahama Kindergarten participate in every time. It will be the 8th challenge this year. As a part of the
nature experience, the children have5 times’ nature experience with volunteer members from Kobe
throughout the year’s program including such as making the sludgy layer, rice planting, rice reaping, grain
threshing and harvest festivals.
This year, from 10:30 am to 11:30 am on September 18 (Wednesday), 2019, we did rice reaping of 4 hilling
fields at 620 Kiwamae Ishinomaki City. This rice field is owned by Mr. Shigeru Kameyama (born 1951).
Every year, he generously allows us to use his rice field. Mr. Masami Hobara has also supported with us to
plant a stake for “Hasakake (drying rice on a rack)”. The kindergarten children mow rice with using a
reaping-hook without using the combine machines.
Our cultivation style never seeks to increase the amount of rice per a field, neither at Watanoha Ishinomaki
City nor Tomokiyo Nishi-ku Kobe City. Also, we do not use nature to make money and we do not aim for
making a large-scale rice field. We think that a self-sufficient is enough. I tilt my head to a side for importing
food from abroad and contributing to the prosperity of US farmers. You don’t have to struggle with loans to
get farming machines.
It is a traditional faming method. Sena Abe (5 years old) was delighted to say, “I could cut a sheaf of rice
easily, it was nice”11. The smiles of 63 children from Nagahama Kindergarten also encouraged us.
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“Ishinomaki Hibi Shimbun” September 19, 2019

Hasakake has done immedeiately after rice reaping, and dry them by the sun. Sunlight makes delicious
rice. We make rice balls from whole amount of harvested rice and shared with local people at the harvest
festival.
Next month, we will do threshing to remove rice husk.
c. Return to the nature
The experience to take importance on nature, insects, small animals and producing own foods by own
selves is something you cannot learn at home and school. The older children at kindergarten are 5-6 years
old. The children, who were not able to get along together with other children and crying at kindergarten,
grow quickly to adapt themselves because of the good guidance of early childhood education by
kindergarten teachers. Unfortunately, mothers have a strong influence in raising children at home. For
example, if a mother dislikes insects, her children have a fear of touching insects, spiders and other living
things. In particular, young children, who are raised in a living environment called “sterilization”, are
hesitant to touch “soil”. They are not able to be comfortable instantly to make sludgy soil before rice
planting. They try to avoid to touch the mud before rice planting because they sensuously think it as dirty.
This is because that asphalt, modern architecture and means of transportation for competing speed are all no
interconnection with “soil”. They feel the “soil” of rice field by their bare feet while hearing birds singing,
and see sun-dried rice by “Hasakake”, which minerals are added, under the blue sky. All of the children
participated together with us in the process of making the sludgy layer, rice planting, rice reaping, and grain
threshing. In autumn, we will make rice balls from our rice. They will acquire through the act of “eating”
something that human beings have nurtured importantly by its eyesight, hearing and taste, by our body not
by our head.
I hope that those experiences will be a springboard for them to remember the small stream where they
played and have love to their hometown even they become an adult. The fresh air that they take breathing by
their entire body, which you cannot experience in a big city, will be a precious starting point that is
unforgettable as the attractiveness of the countryside. We are the one from Kobe City who are very grateful
9

for letting us to experience helping people.
Humans should not dominate nature and use it as a way of making profits for human prosperity. It is
desirable for human beings responsibly to take care of the “earth” created by God. By participating in the
Tohoku Volunteer for the 100th time, my spirit of volunteer has been growing from Watanoha Ishinomaki
City Miyagi Prefecture where has a rich nature that you cannot find in a big city, and I would like to
continue inheriting it.
<Conclusion>
Participants of the Tohoku Volunteer met with a homeless person Mr. Masao Taguchi [born March 7,
1941], who is catalyst for us to start food distribution at Kobe East Park (next to the Kobe City Hall)12. On
the way back, we stopped by the Kobe East Park and all the participants cooked, distributed and left. The
work of the Volunteer-dō (The principle way of volunteer) has consistently been doing “Kyosei (共生: Live
together), Kyoku (共苦 Share sufferings), Ku-en (苦縁 Relationship to share sufferings)” with “weak
people (Greek word, avsqenh,j astheneis)”. Therefore, we have been able to continue our work through
receiving “support” from anonymous pensioners, temples with few danka (檀家: congregation) and
Christian churches with few believers. “Crying” from overseas orphans also come in one after another.
Regardless of gender, age, nationality, or whether qualification, experience and health are good enough or
not, it does not matter to participate in our activities. I wish that our activities should be consisted by variety
of people. It is because that there are those people with disabilities, people who cannot speak only foreign
languages and people with mental health.
Now, our government increased the defense budget is the largest ever, 5,322.3 billion yen13. At our board of
members meeting, there was an opinion that we should use such a budget, the retained earnings of large
companies and illegal wealth that is earned through illegal businesses practices, once for all. I would like to
think with you and continue to work for a long time.
*This manuscript was proofread by Prof. Michiya Murata, a member of the board of directors of the Kobe
International Sustaining Organization, and Miss Yumi Tokudome, Miss Miwa Sasaki, secretary members of
the office. Thank you.
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Defense System “Aegis Ashore”.
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